In this paper, we analyze the performance of a simple and standard Local Search algorithm for clustering on well behaved data. Since the seminal paper by Ostrovsky, Rabani, Schulman and Swamy [FOCS 2006], much progress has been made to characterize real-world instances. We distinguish the three main definitions
Introduction
Clustering is a ubiquitous problem. The aim is to partition data points according to similarity. From a practitioner's point of view, the appropriateness of a particular objective function depends on the underlying structure. For instance, if the data is generated by a mixture of unit Gaussians, the problem is often modeled by the k-means problem. The appropriateness of a model gives clustering its easy-in-practice, hard-in-theory quality: On the one hand, a benchmark algorithm often yields a good clustering with an appropriate model. On the other hand, many clustering objectives are NP-hard to approximate. To bridge this gap, prior work usually proceeds in two steps: (1) characterize properties of a natural clustering of the underlying data and (2) design an algorithm leveraging such properties, which then bypass traditional hardness results. At this point, there is a wide variety of (1) characterizations of well-behaved instances and of (2) algorithms tuned to those instances.
In contrast, we proceed in the reverse order: (1) focus on a single, all-purpose algorithm that is already widely used in practice, and (2) prove that is works well for most models of well-clusterable instances for the k-median and k-means objective functions. The algorithm: a simple Local Search heuristic.
Our Contribution
Loosely speaking, we show that:
Distribution Stability Local Search achieves a (1 + ε)-approximation and "recovers most of the structure of the optimal solution" (see Theorem 1.1) -This is the first algorithm that achieves both a (1+ε)-approximation w.r.t to the cost function and a (1−ε)-approximate classification for most of the clusters.
Spectral Separability Local Search achieves a (1 + ε)-approximation (see Theorem 1.3) -this is the first PTAS for the problem.
Perturbation Resilience Any local optimum is a global optimum for α-perturbation-resilient instances with α > 3 (see Theorem 1.2).
This yields a unified and simple approach toward stability conditions. There are two possible highlevel interpretations of our results: (1) since Local Search heuristics are widely used by practitioners, our work shows that the three main stability conditions capture some of the structure of practical inputs that make Local Search efficient, giving more legitimacy to the stability conditions and (2) assuming that the stability conditions are legitimate (i.e.: characterize real-world instances), our results make a step toward understanding the success of Local Search heuristics.
We now proceed to a more formal exposition of our contribution. The problem we consider in this work is the following slightly more general version of the k-means and k-median problems. Definition 1.1 (k-Clustering). Let A be a set of clients, F a set of centers, both lying a metric space (X , dist), cost a function A×F → R + , and k a non-negative integer. The k-clustering problem asks for a subset S of F , of cardinality at most k, that minimizes cost(S) = x∈A min c∈S cost(x, c).
The clustering of A induced by S is the partition of A into subsets C = {C 1 , . . . C k } such that C i = {x ∈ A | c i = argmin c∈S cost(x, c)} (breaking ties arbitrarily).
The well known k-median and k-means problems correspond to the special cases cost(a, c) = dist(a, c) and cost(a, c) = dist(a, c) 2 respectively.
In this paper we will analyze the performance of the following widely-used Local Search algorithm (Algorithm 1) (see e.g.: [1] or [56] ). This algorithm has a polynomial running time (see [9, 33] ). In the following we will refer to its parameter ((ε) in the description of Algorithm 1) by the neighborhood size of Local Search. S ← S ′ 6: end while 7: Output: S Various forms of stability conditions that should be satisfied by well-clusterable instances have been proposed, see Figure 1 . The main three incomparable notions are distribution stability, perturbation resilience, and spectral separability. For example, if an instance is cost-separated then it is distribution-stable; therefore the algorithm by Awasthi, Blum and Sheffet [10] also works for cost-separated instances. The three highlighted stability definitions in the middle of the figure are considered in this paper.
We detail the different notions of stability and the results we obtain for each of them. Throughout the rest of this paper, let OPT denote the value of an optimal solution. We start with the notion of stability due to Awasthi et al. [10] , called "distribution stability". [10] ). Let (A, F, cost, k) be an input for k-clustering and let {C * 1 , . . . , C * k } denote the optimal k-clustering of A with centers S = {c * 1 , . . . c * k }. Given β > 0, the instance is β-distribution stable if, for any i, ∀x / ∈ C * i ,
Definition 1.2 (Distribution Stability
We show that Local Search is a PTAS for β-distribution stable instances. Moreover, we show that for almost all clusters (i.e.: at least k −O(β −1 ε −3 )), the algorithm recovers most of the optimal clusters (i.e.: there is a bijection between the optimal clusters and the clusters of the algorithm such that a (1 − ε) fraction of the points of each cluster agree). Theorem 1.1. There exists a constant c such that the following holds. Let β > 0 and ε < 1/2. For any β-stable instance, the solution output by Local Search(c 1 ε −3 β −1 ) (Algorithm 1) has cost at most (1 + ε)OPT.
Moreover, let C * = {C * 1 , . . . , C * k } denote an optimal k-clustering and let
A PTAS for β-distribution stable instances was previously given by Awasthi et al. [10] . Our contribution is to show that (1) Local Search is already a PTAS: no specific algorithm is needed, and (2) Local Search recovers most of the structure of the underlying optimal clustering. Moreover, β-distribution stability is also implied by "cost separation" as defined by Ostrovsky et al. [69] , so Local Search is also a PTAS in their setting and also recovers most of the structure of such instances. Furthermore, our results extend to a slightly more general definition of β-distribution stability (where only a (1 − δ) > 1/2 fraction of the points of each cluster has to satisfy the β-distribution stability condition) at the expense of a (1 + O(δ)) factor in the approximation guarantee.
We now turn to the second notion of stability, called "perturbation resilience". Definition 1.3 (Perturbation Resilience [11] ). Let (A, F, cost, k) be an input for k-clustering and let {C * 1 , . . . , C * k } denote the optimal k-clustering of A with centers S = {c * 1 , . . . c * k }. Given α ≥ 1, the instance is α-perturbation-resilient if for any cost function cost ′ on A with
. . , C * k } is the unique optimal clustering of the instance (A, F, cost ′ , k). This notion of stability was historically defined for cost = dist. We show that a local optimum must be the global optimum in that case. More precisely, consider a solution S 0 to the k-clustering problem with parameter p. We say that S 0 is 1/ε-locally optimal if for any solution S 1 such that
For any instance of the k-median problem that is α-perturbationresilient, any 2(α − 3) −1 -locally optimal solution is the optimal clustering {C * 1 , . . . , C * k }. We extend this theorem to instances for which cost = dist p for some constant p (in particular for p = 2, where the k-clustering instance corresponds to the k-means problem). An optimal algorithm for 2-perturbation resilient clustering for any center-based objective function was very recently given by Bakshi and Chepurko [14] . Our contribution is to show that Local Search is already optimal for 3 + ε-perturbation resilient instances; no specific algorithm is needed. 1 We now turn to the third stability condition, called "spectral separation". 
Since this stability is defined over non-finite metric spaces, we require standard preprocessing steps in order to use Local Search, see Algorithm 2. They consist of reducing the number of dimensions and discretizing the space in order to bound the number of candidate centers.
Algorithm 2 Project and Local Search
1: Project points A onto the best rank k/ε subspace 2: Embed points into a random subspace of dimension O(ε −2 log n) In previous work by Kumar and Kannan [60] , an algorithm was given with approximation ratio 1 + O(OPT k /OPT k−1 ), where OPT i denotes the value of an optimal solution using i centers. Assuming that OPT k /OPT k−1 ≤ ε implies that the optimal k-clustering C is Ω( k/ε)-spectrally separated [60] . Thus our assumption in Theorem 1.3 that C is √ k-spectrally separated is weaker (it does not depend on ε) and therefore our result is stronger since the approximation guarantee does not depend on the assumption about instances. We obtain a PTAS. We note that the previous algorithms focused on recovering the target optimal clustering and not optimizing the k-means objective function, though there exists some overlap. In general, a (1 + ε)-approximation does not have to agree with the target clustering on a majority of points, see Remark 4.0.1. There are applications where finding the correct classification is more relevant and applications where minimizing the value of the k-means objective is relevant (in image compression for example, see e.g.: [56] ).
The main message is that Local Search occupies a sweet spot between practical performance and theoretical guarantees, both with respect to worst case instances and with respect to stable instances for various notions of stability. More boldly, our work indicates that many formal characterizations of practical instances can be, at least to some degree, viewed as "instances for which Local Search works well". It supports the definition of stability conditions as conditions characterizing real-world inputs since Local Search heuristics are very popular among practitioners.
While the (worst case) running time bounds given in this work might appear too high for realworld applications, we consider this view as possibly too pessimistic, given that there is a trade-off between how "stable" the instances are and the quality of approximation. Hence if instances are highly stable (i.e.: the parameter of the stability condition is high), Local Search does not require a large neighborhood size to output a nearly-optimal solution.
Related Work
The problems we study are NP-hard: k-median and k-means are already NP-hard in the Euclidean plane (see Meggido and Supowit [67] , Mahajan et al. [64] , and Dasgupta and Freud [38] ). In terms of hardness of approximation, both problems are APX-hard, even in the Euclidean setting when both k and d are part of the input (see Gua and Khuller [44] , Jain et al. [51] , Guruswami et al. [47] and Awasthi et al. [12] ). On the positive side, constant factor approximations are known in metric space for both k-median and k-means (see for example [63, 52, 68] ).
Given the hardness results, how can one hope to obtain a (1+ε)-approximation? One possibility is to further restrict the input, for example, Euclidean space and fixing k (see [41, 61] for example), or d [5, 32, 42, 58, 49, 50] , or some stability assumption on the input structure such as cost separation, approximation stability, perturbation resilience, or spectral separability.
Cost Separation In one of the earliest attempts to formalize the notion of a meaningful clustering, Ostrovsky et al. [69] assumed that cost of an optimal clustering with k centers is smaller than an ε 2 -fraction of the cost of an optimal clustering with k − 1 centers, see also Schulman [72] for an earlier condition for two clusters and the irreducibility condition by Kumar et al. [61] . The condition has several appealing properties. It is robust against small perturbations of the data set and it implies that two low-cost clusterings agree on a large fraction of points. It is also motivated by the commonly used elbow method of determining the correct value of k: run an algorithm for an incrementally increasing number of clusters until the cost drops significantly. The popular D 2 sampling technique (also known as k-means++) has an improved performance for cost separated instances compared to the worst-case O(log k)-approximation ratio [7, 28, 53, 69] . A related, slightly weaker condition called α-weakly-deletion stability was introduced by Awasthi et al. [10] where the cost of assigning all the points from one cluster in the optimal k-clustering to another center increases the objective by some factor (1 + α).
Target-Based Clustering The notion of finding a target clustering is more prevalent in machine learning than minimizing an objective function. Much work has focused on finding the target clustering under various assumptions, see for instance [2, 4, 23, 29, 35, 36, 37, 39, 55, 66, 73] . Balcan et al. [15, 16] gave a deterministic condition called approximation stability under which a target clustering can be retrieved by via any sufficiently good algorithm for the k-means (or kmedian) objective function. The distance between two clusterings with k clusters is the minimum number of disagreements under all perfect matchings of clusters. Two clustering are ε-close if the "edit distance" is at most ε · n. If the instance satisfies that any clustering with cost within a factor c of the optimum is ε-close to the target clustering, it is called (c, ε)-stable. The condition was extended to account for the presence of noisy data by Balcan et al. [20] . For results using approximation stability, see [16, 17, 71, 3, 10] . Another deterministic condition that relates target clustering recovery via the k-means objective was introduced by Kumar and Kannan [60] . Viewing each data point as a row of a matrix A and the rows of the center matrix K containing the centroid of the respective target cluster of A, it imposes a proximity condition on each point A i when projected onto the line connecting its target centroid c j and some other centroid c ℓ . The condition requires that the projection of A i is closer to c j than to any c ℓ by a factor of Ω k ·
, where ||A − K|| 2 is the spectral norm and C j and C ℓ are the target clusters. This condition implies spectral separability with γ ∈ Ω(k). For further spectral based approaches, see also [13] .
Perturbation Resilience The notion behind this stability condition is that bounded modifications to the input should not affect the optimum solution. Bilu et al. [26, 25] formalized this as allowing edge weights in a graph to be modified by a factor of at most γ without changing the maxcut. Perturbation resilience has some similarity to smoothed analysis (see Arthur et al. [6, 8] for work on k-means). The main difference is that smoothed analysis takes a worst case instance and applies a random perturbation, while perturbation resilience takes a well-behaved instance and applies an adversarial perturbation. For results using perturbation resilience, see [11, 14, 18, 19, 24, 62] .
Local Search There exists a large body of bicriteria approximations for k-median and k-means [59, 30, 33, 21] . Arya et al. [9] (see also [46] ) gave the first analysis showing that Local Search with a neighborhood size of 1/ε gives a 3 + 2ε approximation to k-median and showed that this bound is tight. Kanungo et al. [56] proved an approximation ratio of 9 + ε for Euclidean k-means clustering by Local Search, currently the best known algorithm with a polynomial running time in metric and Euclidean spaces. 3 Recently, Local Search with an appropriate neighborhood was shown to be a PTAS for k-means and k-median in certain restricted metrics including constant dimensional Euclidean space [42, 32] . Due to its simplicity, Local Search is also a popular subroutine for clustering tasks in various computational models [22, 27, 45] . For more clustering papers using Local Search, we refer to [40, 43, 48, 34, 74] 2 Approach and Techniques
Distribution Stability
The first important observation is that only a few clusters have more than a 1/ε −3 fraction of the total cost of the solution. For these clusters, Local Search with appropriate an neighborhood size will find the optimal solution. Among the remaining clusters, the centers and points close to the center are far away from each other. Any locally optimal solution cannot err on too many of these clusters. The cost of charging the points of the remaining clusters can then be charged into the overall contribution, allowing us to bound the approximation factor, see Figure 2 . Our proof includes a few ingredients from [10] such as the notion of inner-ring (we work with a slightly more general definition) and distinguishing between cheap and expensive clusters. However, our analysis is more general as it allows us to analyze not only the cost of the solution of the algorithm, but also the structure of the clusters.
Euclidean inputs can be straightforwardly "discretized" by computing an appropriate candidate set of centers, for instance via Matousek's approximate centroid set [65] and then applying the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma, if the dimension is too large.
Perturbation Resilience
The tight approximation factor of 3 + ε of Local Search for k-median implies a locality gap 4 of 3. The main observation is that perturbation resilience implies that locally optimal solutions for a local neighborhood of appropriate size are equal to the global optimum.
Spectral Separability
In Section 4 we study the spectral separability conditions for the Euclidean k-means problem.
Nowadays, a standard preprocessing step in Euclidean k-means clustering is to project onto the subspace spanned by the rank k-approximation. Indeed, this is the first step of the algorithm by Kumar and Kannan [60] (see Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3 k-means with spectral initialization [60] 1: Project points onto the best rank k subspace 2: Compute a clustering C with constant approximation factor on the projection 3: Initialize centroids of each cluster of C as centers in the original space 4: Run Lloyd's k-means until convergence
In general, projecting onto the best rank k subspace and computing a constant approximation on the projection results in a constant approximation in the original space. Kumar and Kannan [60] and later Awasthi and Sheffet [13] gave tighter bounds if the spectral separation is large enough. Our algorithm omits steps 3 and 4. Instead, we project onto slightly more dimensions and subsequently use Local Search as the constant factor approximation in step 2. To utilize Local Search, we further require a candidate set of solutions, which is described in Section B. For pseudocode, we refer to Algorithm 2.
It is easy to show that spectral separability implies distribution stability if the dimension is of order k: (1) the distance between centers is Ω(
and (2) the distance of any point to the "wrong" center is at least 1/2 of this amount, i.e. the cost of assigning a point to the "wrong" cluster is Ω( OPT |C j | ). Projecting onto sufficiently many dimensions allows us to transform a high dimensional point set into a low dimensional one, see for instance recent work by Cohen et al. [31] . The projection retains the cost and spectral separability of a clustering, however it does not preserve optimality. In particular, the distance of a single point to the centroids of the clusters can be arbitrarily distorted (see Figure 3 ), which prevents us from using the naive reduction to distribution stability.
Instead, we locally improve on the optimal clustering by reassigning points (Lemma 4.1). A large contraction of relevant distances can only happen for few points, i.e. the cluster sizes are roughly the same. For the remaining points, we can show that they are guaranteed to have a minimum distance to the wrong center.
Metric Spaces

Preliminaries
In this section, we consider inputs that consist in both a set of clients A and a set of candidate centers F , together with a distance function dist :
We assume that the cost function is defined as cost(a, b) = dist(a, b) p , for any (a, b) ∈ A × F . Observe that this is the case for the k-median and k-means problems with p = 1 and 2 respectively.
To give a slightly simpler proof we will assume that p = 1. Applying the two following lemmas at different steps of the proof ensure that the result holds for higher value of p (by introducing a dependency in 1/ε O(p) in the neighborhood size of the algorithm).
The following lemma follows from the binomial theorem.
Distribution Stability
We work with the notion β, δ-distribution stability which generalizes β-distribution stability. This extends our result to datasets such that for each cluster of the optimal solution, most of the points satisfy the β-distribution stability condition. 
where cost(x, c * j ) is the cost of assigning x to c * j .
For any (A, F, cost, k), (C * , S * ) (β, δ)-distribution stable instance, we refer to (C * , S * ) as a (β, δ)-clustering of the instance. We show the following theorem. 
Note that Theorem 1.1 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.3 by taking δ = 0. For ease of exposition, we give the proof of Theorem 3.3 for δ = 0 (see Section A for the general proof). Throughout this section we consider a set of centers S * = {c * 1 , . . . , c * k } whose induced clustering is C * = {C * 1 , . . . , C * k } and such that the instance is (β, δ)-stable with respect
Example of a cluster C * i ∈ Z * . An important fraction of the points in IR
i are served by L(i) and few points in j =i ∆ j are served by L(i).
to this clustering. We denote by clusters the parts of a partition
Moreover, for any cluster C * i , for any client x ∈ C * i , denote by g x the cost of client x in solution C * : g x = cost(x, c * i ) = dist(x, c * i ) since p = 1. Let L denote the output of LocalSearch(β −1 ε −3 ) and l(x) the cost induced by client x in solution L, namely l x = min ℓ∈L cost(x, ℓ). The following definition is a generalization of the inner-ring definition of [10] . Definition 3.2. For any ε 0 , we define the inner ring of cluster i, IR
We say that cluster i is cheap if x∈C * i g x ≤ ε 3 βOPT, and expensive otherwise. We aim at proving the following structural lemma.
Lemma 3.4. There exists a set of clusters Z * ⊆ C * of size at most (ε −3 + 160ε −1 )β −1 such that for any cluster C * i ∈ C * − Z * , we have the following properties
The total number of clients
See Fig 2 for a typical cluster of C * − Z * . We start with the following lemma which generalizes Fact 4.1 in [10] .
Lemma 3.5. Let C * i be a cheap cluster. For any ε 0 , we have |IR
We then prove that the inner rings of cheap clusters are disjoint.
The following observation follows directly from the definition of cheap clusters.
Lemma 3.7. Let Z 1 ⊆ C * be the set of clusters of C * that are not cheap. Then
For each cheap cluster C * i , let L(i) denote a center of L that belongs to IR ε i if there is one (and remain undefined otherwise). By Lemma 3.6, L(i) = L(j) for i = j.
Proof. We distinguish five types of clusters in C * : expensive clusters (k 1 ), cheap clusters with L(i) undefined (k 2 ), cheap clusters with exactly one center of L in IR 
We now bound the number k 2 of cheap clusters such that L(i) is undefined. Consider a cheap cluster C * i ⊆ C * − Z 1 such that at least a (1 − ε) fraction of the clients of IR
i are served in L by some centers that are either in IR
. By the triangular inequality, the cost for any client c in IR
i are served by centers that are not in IR ε i , the total cost in L induced by those clients is at least (1 − ε)|IR
since ε ≤ 1/2. Now, observe that by [9] , the cost of L is at most a 5 approximation to the cost of OPT in the worst case. Thus, k 2 ≤ 40(ε −1 β −1 ). By a similar argument, we can bound the number of clusters k 4 such that a (1 − ε) fraction the clients in IR ε 2 i are served by a center not in IR
For the remaining clusters, we have that there is a unique center located in IR We continue with the following lemma, whose proof relies on similar arguments. Lemma 3.9. There exists a set Z 3 ⊆ C * − Z 2 of size at most (ε −3 + 40ε −1 )β −1 such that for any cluster C * j ∈ C * − Z 3 , the total number of clients
Therefore, the proof of Lemma 3.4 follows from combining Lemmas 3.7,3.8 and 3.9. We now turn to the analysis of the cost of L. Let C(Z * ) = C * i ∈Z * C * i . For any cluster C * i ∈ C * − Z * , let L(i) be the unique center of L that serves a set of clients A i ⊆ IR ε 2 i such that
DefineĀ andÂ to be the set of clients that are served in solution L by centers ofL andL respectively. Finally, let A(L(i)) be the set of clients that are served by
Proof. Consider the following mixed solution M =L ∪ {c * i ∈ Z * | C * i ∈ Z * }. We start by bounding the cost of M. For any client x / ∈Ā ∪ C(Z * ), the center that serves it in L belongs to M. Thus its cost is at most l x . Now, for any client x ∈C(Z * ), the center that serves it in Z * is in M, so its cost is at most g x .
Finally, we evaluate the cost of the clients inĀ − C(Z * ). Consider such a client x and let C * i be the cluster it belongs to in solution C * . By definition ofĀ we have that C * i / ∈ Z * . Therefore, L(i) is defined and so we have L(i) ∈L ⊆ M. Hence, the cost of x in M is at most cost(x, L(i)). Observe that by the triangular inequality dist(x,
It follows that assigning the clients ofĀ ∩ C * i to L(i) induces a cost of at most
By Lemma 3.8 and the definition of Z * , we have that
Summing over all clusters C * i / ∈ Z * , we obtain that the cost in M for the clients inĀ ∩ C * i is at most
By Lemmas 3.8,3.9, we have that |M − L| + |L − M| ≤ 3(ε −3 + 40ε −1 )β −1 . Thus, by local optimality (1 − ε/n)cost(L) ≤ cost(M). Therefore, combining the above observations, we have
We now turn to evaluate the cost for the clients that are not inĀ ∪ C(Z * ), namely the clients inÂ − C(Z * ). For any cluster C * i , for any x ∈ C * i − ∆ i define Reassign(x) to be the distance from x to the center in L that is the closest to c * i . Before going deeper in the analysis, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. For any δ < 1/2, we have for any C * i ,
Proof. Consider a client x ∈ C * i − ∆ i . Let ℓ ′ be the center that serves at least one client of ∆ i that is the closest to c * i . Since δ < 1, ℓ ′ is well defined. By the triangular inequality we have that
Now, since ℓ ′ is the center that serves at least one client of ∆ i that is the closest to c * i we have that for any x ∈ ∆ i , by the triangular inequality cost(c
Combining, we obtain
by definition of (β, δ)-stability.
We now partition the clients of cluster C * i ∈ C * − Z * . For any i, let∆ i be the set of clients of C * i that are served in solution L by a center L(j) for some j = i and C * j ∈ C * − Z * . Moreover, let
Proof. Assume towards contradiction that this is not true. Consider a client x ∈ IR
This is a contradiction to the assumption that the instance is (β, δ)-distribution stable with respect to (C * , S * ) and c ′ being in ∆ i for any ε 0 < 1/3.
We can thus prove the following lemma, which concludes the proof. Lemma 3.13. There exists a constant η such that
The proof of Theorem 3.3 follows from (1) observing thatĀ∪Â = A and summing the equations from Lemmas 3.10 and 3.13 and (2) Lemma 3.4.
α-Perturbation-Resilient Instances
We consider the standard definition of α-perturbation-resilient instances. Definition 3.3. Let I = (A, F, cost, k) be an instance for the k, p-clustering problem. For α ≥ 1, I is α-perturbation-resilient if there exists a unique optimal clustering {C * 1 , . . . , C * k } and for any instance I ′ = (A, F, cost ′ , k, p), such that
the unique optimal clustering is {C * 1 , . . . , C * k }. Observe that cost ′ in Definition 3.3 needs not be a metric. In the following, we assume that cost(a, b) = dist(a, b) p for some fixed p and some distance function dist defined over A∪F . Consider a solution S 0 to the k-clustering problem with parameter p. We say that S 0 is 1/ε-locally optimal if any solution S 1 such that |S 0 − S 1 | + |S 1 − S 0 | ≤ 2/ε has cost at least cost(S 0 ). Theorem 1.2. Let α > 3. For any instance of the k-median problem that is α-perturbationresilient, any 2(α − 3) −1 -locally optimal solution is the optimal clustering {C * 1 , . . . , C * k }. For ease of exposition, we give the proof for the k-median problem, when p = 1. Applying Lemma 3.1 in the proof of Lemma C.1 yields the results for general p with α growing exponentially with p. Moreover, define l c to be the cost for client c in solution L and g c to be its cost in the optimal solution C * . Finally, for any sets of centers S and S 0 ⊂ S, define N S (S 0 ) to be the set of clients served by a center of S 0 in solution S, i.e.:
The proof of Theorem 1.2 relies on the following theorem of particular interest.
Theorem 3.14 (Local-Approximation Theorem.). Let L be a 1/ε-locally optimal solution and C * be any solution.
Additionally, we show that the analysis is tight:
Proposition 3.15. There exists an infinite family of 3-perturbation-resilient instances such that for any constant ε > 0, there exists a ε −1 -locally optimal solution that has cost at least 3OPT.
This relies on the example from [9] . It is straightforward to see that the instance they provide is 3-perturbation-resilient.
Spectral Separability
In this Section we will study the spectral separability condition for the Euclidean k-means problem. Our main result will be a proof of Theorem 1.3.
We first recall the basic notions and definitions for Euclidean k-means. Let A ∈ R n×d be a set of points in d-dimensional Euclidean space, where the row A i contains the coordinates of the ith point. The singular value decomposition is defined as A = U ΣV T , where U ∈ R n×d and V ∈ R d×d are orthogonal and Σ ∈ R d×d is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values where per convention the singular values are given in descending order, i.e.
Denote the Euclidean norm of a d-dimensional vector x by ||x||
i . The spectral norm and Frobenius norm are defined as ||A|| 2 = σ 1 and
The best rank k approximation
where U k , Σ k and V T k consist of the first k columns of U , Σ and V T , respectively, and are zero otherwise. The best rank k approximation also minimizes the spectral norm, that is ||A − A k || 2 = σ k+1 is minimal among all matrices of rank k. The following fact is well known throughout k-means literature and will be used frequently throughout this section. Note that the centroid is the optimal 1-means center of A. For a clustering C = {C 1 , . . . C k } of A with centers S = {c 1 , . . . c k }, the cost is then
p, we can rewrite the objective function in matrix form by associating the ith point with the ith row of some matrix A and using the cluster matrix X ∈ R n×k with X i,j =
membership. Note that X T X = I, i.e. X is an orthogonal projection and that ||A−XX T A|| 2 F is the cost of the optimal k-means clustering. k-means is therefore a constrained rank k-approximation problem.
We first restate the separation condition. 
Then {C 1 , . . . C k } is γ spectrally separated, if for any pair of centers c i and c j the following condition holds:
The following crucial lemma relates spectral separation and distribution stability. 
We note that this lemma would also allow us to use the PTAS of Awasthi et al. [10] . Before giving the proof, we outline how Lemma 4.1 helps us prove Theorem 1.3. We first notice that if the rank of A is of order k, then elementary bounds on matrix norm show that spectral separability implies distribution stability. We aim to combine this observation with the following theorem due to Cohen et al. [31] . Informally, it states that for every rank k approximation, (an in particular for every constrained rank k approximation such as k-means clustering), projecting to the best rank k/ε subspace is cost-preserving.
Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 7 of [31]).
For any A ∈ R n×d , let A ′ be the rank ⌈k/ε⌉-approximation of A. Then there exists some positive number c such that for any rank k orthogonal projection P ,
The combination of the low rank case and this theorem is not trivial as points may be closer to a wrong center after projecting, see also Figure 3 . Lemma 4.1 determines the existence of a clustering whose cost for the projected points A m is at most the cost of C * . Moreover, this clustering has constant distribution stability as well which, combined with the results from Section B, allows us to use Local Search. Given that we can find a clustering with cost at most (1 + ε) · ||A m − XX T A m || 2 F , Theorem 4.2 implies that we will have a (1 + ε) 2 -approximation overall.
To prove the lemma, we will require the following steps:
• A lower bound on the distance of the projected centers
• Find a clustering K with centers
• Show that in a well-defined sense, K and C * agree on a large fraction of points.
• For any point x ∈ K i , show that the distance of x to any center not associated with K i is large.
We first require a technical statement. 
is, for a set of point indexes C i , the cost of moving the centroid of the cluster computed on A ′′ to the centroid of the cluster computed on A ′ . For a clustering matrix X,
F is the sum of squared distances of moving the centroids computed on the point set A ′′ to the centroids computed on A ′ . We then have Figure 3 : Despite the centroids of each cluster being close after computing the best rank m approximation, the projection of a point p to the line connecting the centroid of cluster C i and C j can change after computing the best rank m approximation. In this case ||p − c j || < ||p − c i || and
We have for any m ≥ k i = j
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 4.3.
In the following, let
We will now construct our target clustering K. Note that we require this clustering (and its properties) only for the analysis. We distinguish between the following three cases. 
These points will get reassigned to their closest center.
The distance between p m and a different center c m j is at least We assign p m to c m i at the cost of a slightly weaker movement bound on the distance between p m and c m j . Due to orthogonality of V , we have for m > k,
where the equality follows from orthogonality and the second to last inequality follows from Lemma 4.3.
Now, given the centers {c m 1 , . . . c m k }, we obtain a center matrix M K where the ith row of M K is the center according to the assignment of above. Since both clusterings use the same centers but K improves locally on the assignments, we have
proves the first statement of the lemma. Additionally, due to the fact that A m − XX T A m has rank m = k/ε, we have
To ensure stability, we will show that for each element of K there exists an element of C, such that both clusters agree on a large fraction of points. This can be proven by using techniques from Awasthi and Sheffet [13] (Theorem 3.1) and Kumar and Kannan [60] (Theorem 5.4), which we repeat for completeness.
. . C k } be defined as above. Then there exists a bijection b : C → K such that for any i ∈ {i, . . . , k}
Proof. Denote by T i→j the set of points from C i such that
Assigning these points to c k i , we can bound the total number of points added to and subtracted from cluster C j by observing
Therefore, the cluster sizes are up to some multiplicative factor of 1 ±
32
(γ−1) 2 identical.
We now have for each point p m ∈ C ′ i a minimum cost of
where the first inequality holds due to Case 3, the second inequality holds due to Lemma 4.4 and the last inequality follows from γ > 3 and Equation 2. This ensures that the distribution stability condition is satisfied.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
Proof. Given the optimal clustering C * of A with clustering matrix X, Lemma 4.1 guarantees the existence of a clustering K with center matrix
F is not a constant factor approximation, we are already done, as Local Search is guaranteed to find a constant factor approximation. Otherwise due to Corollary 1 (Section B in the appendix), there exists a discretization (A m , F, || · || 2 , k) of (A m , R d , || · || 2 , k) such that the clustering C of the first instance has at most (1 + ε) times the cost of C in the second instance and such that C has constant distribution stability. By Theorem 1.1, Local Search with appropriate (but constant) neighborhood size will find a clustering C ′ with cost at most (1 + ε) times the cost of K in (A m , F, || · || 2 , k). Let Y be the clustering matrix of C ′ . We then have
Rescaling ε completes the proof.
Remark. Any (1 + ε)-approximation will not in general agree with a target clustering. To see this consider two clusters: (1) with mean on the origin and (2) with mean δ on the the first axis and 0 on all other coordinates. We generate points via a multivariate Gaussian distribution with an identity covariance matrix centered on the mean of each cluster. If we generate enough points, the instance will have constant spectral separability. However, if δ is small and the dimension large enough, an optimal 1-clustering will approximate the k-means objective.
Proof. Consider a cheap cluster C * j ∈ C * −Z 2 such that the total number of clients x ∈ ∆ i , for j = i, that are served by L(j) in L is greater than ε|IR ε 2 j |. By the triangular inequality and the definition of (β, δ)-stability, the total cost for each x ∈ ∆ i , j = i served by L(j) is at least (1 − ε)βOPT/|C * j |. Since there are at least ε|IR ε 2 j | such clients, their total cost is at least ε|IR ε 2 j |(1 − ε)βOPT/|C * j |. By Lemma 3.5, this is at least
since ε ≤ 1/2. Recall that by [9] , L is a 5-approximation and so there exist at most 40ε −1 β −1 such clusters. By Lemma 3.7, the total number of not cheap clusters is at most ε −3 β −1 and so, there exists a set Z 3 of size at most (ε −3 + 40ε −1 )β −1 satisfying the lemma.
by definition of (β, δ)-stability. 
Proof. For any client x / ∈ A(L(i)) ∪C * i , the center that serves it in L belongs to M i . Thus its cost is at most l x . Moreover, observe that any client x ∈C * i can now be served by c * i , and so its cost is at most g x . For each client x ∈∆ i , since all the centers of L except for L(i) are in M i , we bound its cost by Reassign(x). Now, we bound the cost of a client
is not farther than c * i . By the triangular inequality we have that the cost of such a client x is at most cost(x, c
Now, observe that, for any client x ∈ |A(L(i)) ∩C * i |, by the triangular inequality we have that
Combining Equations 3 and 4, we have that
We now remark that sinceC * i is not in Z * , we have by Lemmas 3.8 and
Thus, combining with Equation 5 yields the lemma.
Lemma 3.13. There exists a constant η such that
Proof. We consider a cluster C * i in C * − Z * . and the solution M i = L − {L(i)} ∪ {c * i }. Observe that M i and L only differs by L(i) and c * i . Therefore, by local optimality and Lemma 3.12, we have that ( 
We now apply this analysis to each clusterC * i ∈ C * − Z * . Summing over all clustersC * i ∈ C * − Z * , we obtain,
By Lemma 3.11 and the definition ofC
, for some constant η and any δ < 1/2.
B Euclidean Distribution Stability
In this section we show how to reduce the Euclidean problem to the discrete version. Our analysis is focused on the k-means problem, however we note that the discretization works for all values of cost = dist p , where the dependency on p grows exponentially. For constant p, we obtain polynomial sized candidate solution sets in polynomial time. For k-means itself, we could alternatively combine Matousek's approximate centroid set [65] with the Johnson Lindenstrauss lemma and avoid the following construction; however this would only work for optimal distribution stable clusterings and the proof Theorem 1.3 requires it to hold for non-optimal clusterings as well.
First, we describe a discretization procedure. It will be important to us that the candidate solution preserves (1) the cost of any given set of centers and (2) distribution stability.
For a set of points P , a set of points N ε is an ε-net of P if for every point x ∈ P there exists some point y ∈ N ε with ||x − y|| ≤ ε. It is well known that for unit Euclidean ball of dimension d, there exists an ε-net of cardinality (1 + 2/ε) d , see for instance Pisier [70] . We will use such ε-nets in our discretization. 
The discretization consists of O(n · log n · η d+2 ) many points.
Proof. Let OPT being the cost of an optimal k-means clustering. Define an exponential sequence to the base of (1 + η) starting at (η · OPT n ) and ending at (n · OPT). It is easy to see that the sequence contains t = log 1+η (n 2 /η) ∈ O(η −1 (log n + log(1/η)) many elements. For each point p ∈ A, define B(p, ℓ i ) as the d-dimensional ball centered at p with radius (1 + η) i · η · OPT n . We cover the ball B(p, ℓ i ) with an η/8 · ℓ i net N ε/8 (p, ℓ i ). As the set of candidate centers, we let
Now for each c i ∈ S, set c ′ i = argmin q∈D ||q − c i ||. We will show that S ′ = {c ′ 1 , . . . c ′ k } satisfies the two conditions of the lemma.
For (1), we first consider the points p with ||p − c i || ≤ ε · OPT n . Then there exists a c ′ i such that ||p − c ′ i || 2 ≤ η 2 /64 · ε OPT n and summing up over all such points, we have a total contribution to the objective value of at most η 2 · ε/64 · OPT ≤ η 3 /64 · OPT. Now consider the remaining points. Since the cost(C, S) is a constant approximation, the
Summing up over both cases, we have a total cost of at most
To show (2), let us consider some point p / ∈ C j with ||p−c j || 2 > β ·
OPT n , there exists a point q and an i ∈ {0, . . . t} such that
where the last inequality holds for any η <
To reduce the dependency on the dimension, we combine this statement with the seminal theorem originally due to Johnson and Lindenstrauss [54] .
Lemma B.2 (Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma).
For any set of n points N in d-dimensional Euclidean space and any 0 < ε < 1/2, there exists a distribution F over linear maps f :
It is easy to see that Johnson-Lindenstrauss type embeddings preserve the Euclidean k-means cost of any clustering, as the cost of any clustering can be written in terms of pairwise distances (see also Fact 1 in Section 4). Since the distribution over linear maps F can be chosen obliviously with respect to the points, this extends to distribution stability of a set of k candidate centers as well.
Combining Lemmas B.2 and B.1 gives us the following corollary. Remark. This procedure can be adapted to work for general powers of cost functions. For Lemma B.1, we simply rescale η. The Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma can also be applied in these settings, at a slightly worse target dimension of O((p + 1) 2 log((p + 1)/ε)ε −3 log n), see Kerber and Raghvendra [57] .
C α-Perturbation Resilience
Throughout the rest of this section, we let L denote the centers that form a local optimum. We also define C * to be the optimal centers induced by the clustering {C * 1 , . . . , C * k }. We first show how Theorem 3.14 allows us to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given an instance (A, F, cost, k), we define the following instance I ′ = (A, F, cost ′ , k), where cost(a, b) = dist(a, b) for some distance function defined over A ∪ F . For each client c ∈ N C * (C * ) ∪ N L (L), let ℓ i be the center of L that serves it in L, for any point p = ℓ i , we define cost ′ (c, p) = αcost(c, p) and cost ′ (c, ℓ i ) = cost(c, ℓ i ). For the other clients we set cost ′ = cost. Observe that by local optimality, the clustering induced by L is {C * 1 , . . . , C * k } if and only if L = C * . Therefore, the cost of C * in instance I ′ is equal to
On the other hand, the cost of L in I ′ is the same than in I, by Theorem 3.14
and by definition
Hence the cost of L in I ′ is at most
By definition of α-perturbation-resilience, we have that the clustering {C * 1 , . . . , C * k } is the unique optimal solution in I ′ . Therefore L = C * and the Theorem follows.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.14 We first introduce some definitions, following the terminology of [9, 46] .
Consider the following bipartite graph Γ = (L ∪C * , E) where E is defined as follows. For any center f ∈C * , we have (f, ℓ) ∈ E where ℓ is the center ofL that is the closest to f . Denote N Γ (ℓ) the neighbors of the point corresponding to center ℓ in Γ.
For each edge (f, ℓ) ∈ E, for any client c ∈ N C * (f ) − N L (ℓ), we define Reassign c as the cost of reassigning client c to ℓ. We derive the following lemma. Proof. By definition we have Reassign c = dist(c, ℓ). By the triangular inequality dist(c, ℓ) ≤ dist(c, f ) + dist(f, ℓ). Since f serves c in C * we have dist(c, f ) = g c , hence dist(c, ℓ) ≤ g c + dist(f, ℓ). We now bound dist(f, ℓ). Consider the center ℓ ′ that serves c in solution L. By the triangular inequality we have dist(f, ℓ ′ ) ≤ dist(f, c) + dist(c, ℓ ′ ) = g c + l c . Finally, since ℓ is the closest center of f in L, we have dist(f, ℓ) ≤ dist(f, ℓ ′ ) ≤ g c + l c and the lemma follows.
We partition the centers ofL as follows. LetL 0 be the set of centers ofL that have degree 0 in Γ. LetL ≤ε −1 be the set of centers ofL that have degree at least one and at most 1/ε in Γ. Let L >ε −1 be the set of centers ofL that have degree greater than 1/ε in Γ.
We now partition the centers ofL andC * using the neighborhoods of the vertices ofL in Γ. We start by iteratively constructing two set of pairs S ≤ε −1 and S >ε −1 . For each center ℓ ∈L ≤ε −1 ∪L >ε −1 , we pick a set A ℓ of |N Γ (ℓ)| − 1 centers ofL 0 and define a pair ({ℓ} ∪ A ℓ , N Γ (ℓ)). We then remove A ℓ fromL 0 and repeat. Let S ≤ε −1 be the pairs that contain a center ofL ≤ε −1 and let S >ε −1 be the remaining pairs.
The following lemma follows from the definition of the pairs. Reassign c .
The lemma follows by combining with Lemma C.1.
We now analyze the cost of the clients served by a center of L that has degree greater than ε −1 in Γ.
Lemma C.4. For any pair (RL, RC * ) ∈ S >ε −1 we have that
Proof. Consider the centerl ∈ RL that has in-degree greater than ε −1 . LetL = RL − {l}. For each ℓ ∈L, we associate a center f (ℓ) in RC * in such a way that each f (ℓ) = f (ℓ ′ ), for ℓ = ℓ ′ . Note that this is possible since |L| = |RC * | − 1. Letf be the center of RC * that is not associated with any center ofL. Now, for each center ℓ ofL we consider the mixed solution M ℓ = L − {ℓ} ∪ {f (ℓ)}. For each client c, we bound its cost m ℓ c in solution M ℓ . We have Otherwise.
Summing over all center ℓ ∈L and all the clients in N C * (f (ℓ)) ∪ N L (ℓ), we have by ε −1 -local optimality
Reassign c .
We now complete the proof of the lemma by analyzing the cost of the clients in N C * (f ). We consider the center ℓ * ∈L that minimizes the reassignment cost of its clients. Namely, the center ℓ * such that c∈N L (ℓ * ) Reassign c is minimized. We then consider the solution M (ℓ * ,f ) = L−{ℓ * }∪{f }.
For each client c, we bound its cost m Otherwise.
Thus, summing over all clients c, we have by local optimality
By Lemma C.1, combining Equations 6 and 7 and averaging over all centers ofL we have
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.14.
Proof of Theorem 3.14. Observe first that for any c ∈ N L (L) − N C * (C * ), we have l c ≤ g c . This follows from the fact that the center that serves c in C * is in S and so in L and thus, we have l c ≤ g c . Therefore
We now sum the equations of Lemmas C. l c ≤ (3 + 2ε)
g c By Eq. 8.
